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In this paper, we give necessary and suflicient conditions for a skew group ring 
to be simple. Our conditions are in terms of the irreducible representations of the 
group G. We also introduce a version of the strong Connes spectrum for finite 
group actions of simple rings. @2 1991 Academic Press. Inc 
1. IDEMPOTENT PRELIMINARIES 
We begin by stating and proving some very easy results that we will need 
in later sections. Let B be an associative ring with identity 1. We let X be 
a nonempty subset of B and let l[X] denote the left annihilator of X in B 
and r[X] denote the right annihilator of X on B. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let e be an idernpotent of B and assume l[BeB] = 
r[BeB] = (0). Then if E zs a left ideal of B such that eE = {0}, then 
E= (0). Similarly, if E is a right ideal of B such that Ee= (01, then 
E= (0). Thus ij” E is a nonzero two sided ideal of B, then eEe # {O}. 
Proof: We will prove this for left ideals only. Let E be a left ideal with 
eE= (0). Thus O=eExeBE, so [BeB] E= (0) and hence E= (0). 
LEMMA 1.2. Let e be an idempotent of B and assume B = BeB. Then B 
is a simple ring if and only if eBe is a simple ring. 
Proof Since B has an identity l[BeB] = r[BeB] = (0). We assume eBe 
is simple and let C be a nonzero ideal of B. By Lemma 1.1, eCe is nonzero 
and hence eCe = eBe. Thus e E eCe, so C = B. 
Conversely, if B is simple and 0 # C is an ideal of eBe, then 0 # BCB. So 
BCB = B. Thus C 2 eBe . C. eBe = eBCBe = eBe. Hence eBe is simple. 
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The next result is the one we will need. It is some very early form of the 
Morita theorem. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let e = e, , . . . . e, be nonzero idempotents of B whose sum 
is 1. Then B = BeB if and only if eiBeBei = e,Be, for i = 1, . . . . n. Thus B is 
simple if and only if(i) e,BeBe,#O and (ii) e,Be, is simple for i= 1, . . . . n. 
Proof We begin by proving the first statement. Assume B = BeB and 
we multiply on both sides by ej for each i. Conversely if eiBeBe, = e,Be, for 
i=l , . . . . n, we note e, E e, Be,, but BeB 1 e, BeBe,. Thus 1 = Ce, E BeB, hence 
BeB = B. 
Turning to the proof of the second statement we assume B is simple. 
Hence B = BeB and the previous result yields (i). Also B = Be,B for 
i= 1 9 . . . . n and we can use Lemma 1.2 to prove (ii). Conversely if we assume 
(i) and (ii), we have e,BeBe,= e,Be, for i= 1, . . . . n. Thus by the previous 
result, B= BeB, so we can use Lemma 1.2 together with the hypothesis eBe 
is simple to conclude B is simple. 
2. THE MATRIX FIXED RINGS 
For the rest of this paper, we will assume that G is a finite group and 
K is a splitting field for G that contains I G I - ‘. We let A be a K-algebra 
and we assume there is a group homomorphism a from G to the group of 
K-linear automorphisms of A. We call c( an action of G on A. Let a E A and 
gE G, then we denote the image of a under cc(g) by a( or sometimes 
by “a. 
We form the skew group ring, A*G, which is a free left A module with 
basis the elements of G, where ga = Catg)a] g. We now define the algebra 
of G-central functions. 
I= { yEA*GI yg=gy for all gEG}. 
LEMMA 2.1. I={~=,E:,~,~EA*GI~,=“(~‘~~-tRkforallk~G}. 
Proof: Let y = C, y,g E Z, then hy = yh for all h in G. We now let x be 
in G and calculate the coefficient of x in hy which is *(h)yhml,. The coef- 
ficient of x in yh is yxhml. Now let g = xh ’ to finish the proof. The other 
inclusion is proven in a similar way. 
We define a projection P from A*G to I as 
p(cY, g) = 1 GI ~’ zg[Ck “k)yk-lgk] g. 
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Using Lemma 2.1, it is routine to check P maps A*G into 1 and since 
P(y) = y for all y E 1, we know P is onto. 
We let r be the dual object of G. The elements of r are the irreducible 
representations of G. We let n E r and we let xn denote the normalized 
irreducible character associated with 7~. So x,(g) = d, tr(n(g-I)), where tr 
denotes the usual matrix trace and d, is the degree of rc. We now let e, 
denote the central idempotent of the group ring KG associated with rc. In 
other words, 
e,=IGlpl~,xk)g. (2.2) 
Now A*G contains KG as a subring and we have {e, 1 rc E r} is a set of 
orthogonal idempotents that sums to 1. Of course, they are no longer 
necessarily central. 
For rc E r, we define the algebra of spherical functions 
S, = e, A*Ge,. (2.3) 
We let I==InS,, the G-central spherical functions and we let 
1(rc) = KG err, since K is a splitting field for G, Z(n) is isomorphic to the & 
by d, matrices over K. 
We denote the contragriedent representation by rr*, so 
n*(g)=‘7c(g-l) (2.4) 
for gEG and ’ is the transpose. We now define an action of G on the 
d, x d, matrices of A, T. To this end, let X= (xi,) E T and g E G and we let 
ad(n*)X= n*(g)(gXv) 7c*(g-‘). (2.5) 
We let Tagadcn*) be the fixed ring of T under ad(rc*). There is a map 
&A * G to T ae’ad(R*). Let y = ,,Yyg ge A*G, then 
4(Y) = zGY,-ln*(g). (2.6) 
There is a map cp from T r@=J(n*) to A*G, let CE TWn*) 
dn v(C) = E z:, trCC~*k)l g, (2.7) 
where tr denotes the trace of a matrix. The next result for C*-algebras is 
due to M. B. Landstad [L, Lemma 33. 
LEMMA 2.2. d is a K-algebra isomorphism from I, to TzBadtn*‘. The 
inverse map is cp. 
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Proof It can be shown that the image of 4 is contained in TaBad 
with the aid of Lemma 2.1. To check that 4 is additive and multiplicative 
is routine. 
Let y=Cy,gEZ, and we calculate cp~(y)=(p[~:gyg~,71*(g)]= 
(h/l G I ) Cn,h trb,- 1 7C * (8) n*(h)] h = (h/i G I) cg,h yg- 1 tr[z*kh)l h = 
(1/lGI)~g,hYg~,X(gh)h=(1/lGI)~g~,~Yg~,X(X)g~’X=Yen=Y. We use 
the fact that y is a spherical function in the last equality. 
To complete the proof, we need a version of orthogonality 
Cg~,,(g~‘)7Csr(g)=(d,llGI)6i~6i,, where rcli( g) is the 
(j- i)th entry of rc(g) and 6, is the Kroenker delta. (2.8) 
Let t E Tcr@ad(n*) we calculate &p(t) = (&/I Gl) C,tr[rr*(g-‘) t] n*(g) and 
now we examine the (s- t)th entry and use (2.8) to conclude the proof. 
Since we have assumed that K is a splitting field of G, we know that 
Z(n) = KGe, is a central simple K-algebra. Clearly S, 1 Z(n) and the iden- 
tity of S, is contained in Z(rc). It is not hard to prove that the centralizer 
of Z(n) in S, is I,. We are in a position to say that [J, p. 118, Theorem 21 
establishes the next lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. The K bilinear map (f, y) -+ A*G from I, x Z(n) into A*G 
when lifted to a linear map of I, OK Z(x) into A*G establishes an algebra 
isomorphism of the tensor product Z, OK Z(z) with S, . 
The next theorem is the main result of this section. Of course, the 
assumptions at the beginning of the section are in force. 
THEOREM 2.4. We let rc be an irreducible representation of G of degree 
d,. Then S, is a simple ring if and only if TxBadCn’) is a simple ring. 
Proof: Let us assume S, is a simple ring, then by Lemma 2.3, I, is a 
simple ring. We now use Lemma 2.2 to conclude that Ta@ad(n*) is a simple 
ring. The converse is shown by reversing the steps. 
3. WEIGHT SPACES 
We continue to use the notation of Section 2 and we now define an 
action that makes A a left A*G module. Let u = Ca, g E A*G, r E A, then 
we let u * r = 2?a,‘(g) r. A can also be regarded as a right A*G module as 
follows, r * u = ,Pg- “[ra,]. We let rc be an irreducible representation of G 
and rr* be the contragriedent representation, (2.4). Let B be a G-invariant 
subalgebra of A. We now define three weight spaces, the first one is 
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contained in A and the others are in the d, x d, matrices over B which we 
denote by T[B]. 
AIC~I = 
1 
@,Ad a( 1 a E A (3.1) 
B;[n] = {XE T[B]I la(g)X= Xx(g) for all g E G} (3.2) 
B;[x] = {XE T[B]I la(g)X= rr(g-‘) Xfor all gE G}. (3.3) 
LEMMA 3.1. Let err be the central idempotent of KG associated with rt 
and e,. be the central idempotent of KG associated with n*. Let S= A*G. 
Then 
(4 AICnl =e; A and A,[x*] =A*e,, we are using the module 
multiplications defined above. Thus A = C Q nE t- A, [x] and A = 
C OnerA~lC~*l. 
(b) Let i denote the principal representation of G. Thus e, = Cg and we 
letS,i=e,Sei,Si,n=erSe,. ThenS,,i=A,[x]eiandSj,E=ee,A,[x*],here 
we are using the ring multiplication in S*G. 
(c) Let V be a module that affords rt, 8.x a basis of V and assume 
n(g) = [nii( g)] for each g E G. Let B be a nonzero G-invariant subalgebra, 
perhaps without identity, of A. Let aE B and define Q,(a) = (d,/l GI) 
co TjW’b a( and T,(a)= (d,/l Cl) C,nO(g) .a(g)a. Then Bi[x] = 
{Q(a)laEB) andB;[x]={T(a)(aEB}. 
(d) Let aeA,(x), XEG. Then rcx)u=Z,n,i(x)Qjj(a). Also if 
alar, then “‘“‘a=Ziixii(x~‘) T,,(u). 
(e) (l/IGI) Q,(a)~AI(~) and (lAGI) Tq(a)EAI(n*) for all aeA 
and i, j. 
Proof (a) It is clear that A,[n]=e;A and e,.*a=a*e, for aEA. 
Also 1 =Cren=Z,-e,,. Thus A= @ntrA,[x] and A=C @nErA1[x*]. 
(b) This follows from (a) and [e, * a] e, = e,aei, eiaen = ei[u * e,]. 
These are skew group ring equations. 
(c) Let a E B, to prove Q(u) E Bi [n] one computes the (i -j)th entry 
of Q(u) n(g). Conversely, if X= (xii) E B:[x], then for each i and j, we 
have a(g)~ii = ZlxunO( g). We let a be the matrix trace of X and we must 
show Q(a) =X. The key step is Eq. (2.8), orthogonality. 
The (i--j)th entry of Q(a) is (d,/lGI)~,~,xii(g~‘).“‘g)x,,= 
(d,IlGI)C,C,,~,(g-‘)x,(g). xk,= xii, the last equality follows from 
orthogonality. Thus X= Q(u) and we have proven B:[K] = {Q(a) lag A). 
The proof that B; [x] = { T(u)1 a E A} is very similar. 
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We next turn to the proof of (d). Let UE A,(z) and XE G, 
then a% = (~/IGI)C,,.X~(~).~(*~‘~ = (~/IGI)C,,.X,(X-‘~).“‘~‘~ = 
(d,/lGl) 21yEG tr(xy-l).“(y’a = (d,/lGJ) C,,,C,j~j,(x) rcji(yP1).‘(“a = 
C,~~(x)(d,llGI)~,,.7c,i(y -‘). ‘(-“‘a = C,,rr,-(x) Qji(u). The other formula 
in (d) is proven in the same manner. 
Finally, we turn to the proof of (e). We calculate (l/l G I) 
c heGxn(h) “‘h’CQij(a)l = (&/I Cl) ~,.&‘,,,%(h -‘) Qda, G,@) = QiJ(a), 
where the second equality follows from (c) and the last equality follows 
from orthogonality. The other formula is proven in a similar manner. 
Let X be an n x n matrix with entries from A, we define the transpose of 
X as usual. We denote the transpose by ‘X. 
LEMMA 3.2. Zf Q~ll:[n], then ‘QE&[z*]. Also if TEB;[z], then 
TEB:[n*]. 
Proof. The point is that if C is a n x n matrix with entries from K and 
Z is a n x n matrix from A, then ‘[ CZ] = ‘Z . C’. The result now follows 
from the definitions (3.2) and (3.3). 
The next lemma uses the projection P defined in Eq. 2.1 and the map 9 
defined in Lemma 2.2. 
LEMMA 3.3. P[S,,,S,,,] = cp(A;(z*) Ai(n 
Proox Let f E S,,i and g E S,,., by Lemma 3.1, f = ue, and g = e,b, where 
UE A,(x) and by A,(n*). Thus 
P(fg) = P(ue,b) =A P(C,u(“‘g’b) g) 
We use Lemma 3.1(d) on this equation to evaluate the coefficient of g. So 
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Now we let cii= Qj,(u) and d,, = T,(b). So if C= [cji] and D = Cd,,], 
then ‘Q(u) = C and ‘T(b) = D. We continue our evaluation of the coef- 
ficient of g, so (l/)Gl’) CxEG cc(x)0 . U(gX)b = (l/IGI d,) Ci,j,t ciidjt x * ,i(g) = 
(l/l GI 4) tr(CD n*(g)). 
We have evaluated the coefficient of g in the expression for P(fg), 
so P(fg) = CgEG((l/l Gl 4) tr(CD n*(s)) g = (l/&*) cp(‘Q(a) ‘T(b)). This 
shows with Lemma 3.2, that (l/d,‘) cp(A;(n*) A:(rr*)])~ P[S,,jSi,.]. The 
reverse inclusion is proven with the aid of Lemma 3.1(c) for it allows us to 
reverse the steps. 
We now state the main result of this section. Of course, G, K, and A are 
as described at the start of Section 2. 
THEOREM 3.4. A*G is a simple ring if and only if (i) 
A;(n*) A:(n*)# (0) f or a 11 II E r and (ii) let d, be the degree of x and T 
be the K-algebra of d, x d, matrices over A. Then Tn@ad(rr*’ is simple for all 
n E r. 
Proof: We begin by assuming A*G is a simple ring and we apply 
Theorem 1.3 to the idempotents e,. This theorem tells us that S, is a sim- 
ple ring for all rc E JY We next use Theorem 2.4, to conclude that TorBad(n* ) 
is simple for all rc E r. 
We use Theorem 1.3 again to conclude that S,,iSi,n # { 0}, for all rc E r, 
where S,,i = e,(A*G) ei and Si,, = e,(A*G) e,. Thus S, = S,,iSi,n. Since e, 
is a G-central and P(e,)=e, we have (0) #P[S,,iSi,n]. Hence by 
Lemma 3.3, A;(x*) Ai # (0) for all rc E r. 
Conversely, if we assume the conditions, then condition (i) and 
Lemma 3.3 yields Srr,;S,+ # (0) for all 7c E r. Now Theorem 2.4 and condi- 
tion (ii) yield S, is a simple ring for all rc E r. We conclude by applying 
Theorem 1.3 to the set of orthogonal idempotents {e,IrrEr}. 
4. THE STRONG CONNES SPECTRUM AND SIMPLICITY 
We let R be a G-invariant right ideal of A and L be a G-invariant left 
ideal of A. Following [M-P], we call B = RL an hereditary subalgebra. Let 
rc E r, where the degree of rc is d,. To somewhat simplify the notation, we 
let T(B) be the fixed subring of the ring of d, x d, matrices with entries in 
B under CY @ ad rc and we let S(B) be the subring of the ring of d, x d, 
matrices with entries in the fixed ring of B under G. In other words, if we 
let d = d, then 
T(B) = Md(B)aBad(n) and S(B) = M,(BG). 
We recall B:(x) and B;(x) from Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3). 
(4.1) 
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LEMMA 4.1. B;(x) B:(x) is an ideal of T(B) and B:(x) B;(n) is an ideal 
of S(B). 
ProoJ: Of course, B;(X) B:(n) consists of all appropriate sums. This 
lemma follows directly from definitions (3.2) and (3.3). 
We now define the strong Connes spectrum of a: G + Aut,(A), we are 
extending to the nonabelian case from a notion in [K]. 
F(a) = { 7c E rl B>(7c) B$) = T(B) 
for all nonnilpotent hereditary subalgebras B of A }. (4.2) 
We call A G-simple if A has no proper G-invariant ideals. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let G, K, and A be as defined at the start of Section 2. We 
assume F(u) = r and A is semiprime. Then A is G-simple if and only if AC 
is simple. 
Proof One direction is easy, if AC is simple and J is a G-invariant ideal 
of A, then JG = AG, by [M, p. 9, Cor. 1.51 Hence A =J. 
Conversely, let 0 #J be an ideal of AG, hence AJA is a nonzero 
G-invariant ideal of A. We begin by showing 
(AJA)G=C nET tr(Ai(n) JA;(rc)), where tr denotes the trace of a matrix. 
Webeginbyproving(AJA)G~C,..tr(A~(rr)JA;(x)). (4.3) 
Let XEA~(Z), YEA;(~), and ~EJ. We now use Lemma 3.1 and its 
notation. So there are a, b in A such that X= Q(a) and Y= T(b). 
Thus tr(XjY)=cj,kQik(a)jT,,(b)= [(d,/lGI)]2Cg,h.G.ik n,(g~‘).“(K)a.j. 
nki(h). a(h)b = [(d,/l Cl)]’ CR,htC:i zjj(gp’h). E(n)[aj]‘.‘“‘h)b. Now if we let 
x=g-‘h, we have tr(XjY)= [(d,/lG1)]2ch.c;i”‘h’[Q,i(a)jb] E(AJA)‘. 
Thus summing over rc E f yields the desired containment. To prove the 
opposite containment, we recall that A is the direct sum of the A, [x] 
for rc E r and A is the direct sum of the A, [n*] for z E r, by 
Lemma 3.1. So it is enough to show (A,[n,] JA,[n,*])G is contained 
in C ..rtr(A:(n) JA;(x)) for every pair rc,, 7-c2 in r. To this end 
take a~A~[n~], bEA,[n2], and WEJ. By Lemma3.l(d), we have 
C,a’g’[awb] = Ci,j,s,r C,ni”(g) Q,,(aw) n$‘(g-‘) T,,(b) = 0, unless 
n2=n,, j=s, and i= t. Thus C,“(“) 
tr(A:(rr) A;(n)) for n = rc2 = IL,. 
Cawbl=(IGl/dn)ci,jQji(aw) Tq(b)E 
We know that AC is semiprime by [M, p. 9, Corollary 1.51. Thus JAJ is 
a nonnilpotent hereditary subalgebra of A. Lemma 3.1 allows us to 
481.142%II 
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calculate B:(rc) and B;(z) for ZET. So B:(rc) =JA:(rc) J and B;(Z)= 
JA ;(rc) J. By hypothesis, we have 
T(B)=J.A;(QJ*.A;(+J. (4.4) 
We multiply on the left by Ai and on the right by A;(z). We are 
working inside the matrix ring over A. This yields 
A:(~).T(B).A;(71)=[A:(71).J.A;(n)].J2.[A:(71).J.A’,(71)]. (4.5) 
We note that Ai( J.A;(n) is contained in the d, x d, matrices over AC. 
Thus if d= d, we have from (4.5) 
Md(J2) IJ A;(x). T(B). A;(x). (4.6) 
Thus J* 3 tr(A:(z) . T(B). A;(n)) for all rc E r. Hence we have 
J* 3 C ntr tr(Ai(x). WI +W-d) 
~~7z.r tr(A:(n) . J* .A;(x)) = [AJA]‘. (4.7) 
Thus if A is G-simple, AJA = A and hence (4.7) shows that J= A’. This 
completes the proof. 
At this point, we set up a Morita context. The reference is [A-F]. Let 
T(A) be the fixed subring of the ring of d, x d, matrices with entries in A 
under ~10 ad rc and we let S(A) be the subring of the ring of d, x d, 
matrices with entries in the fixed ring of A under G. In other words, 
if we let d=d,, then T(B)= Md(B)“@ad(R) and S(B) = M,(BG). We let 
V= A:(z) and W= A;(n). It is easily seen that V is a S- T bimodule and 
W is a T-S bimodule. Thus we have the Morita context (S, V, W, T). We 
let [,]:V@TW+Sbe[u,w]=uwand(,)W@sV-+Tbe(w,o)=wu, 
where u E V, w E W. The multiplications uw and WV take place in the ring of 
d, x d, matrices over A. It is routine to check that [ , ] is a bi-S map and 
( , ) is a bi-T map. Also we must check the associativity conditions [v, w] 
v’ = v(w, v’) and (w, u) w’ = w[v, w’ ] for all v, v’ in V and w, w’ in W. All 
of these facts are consequences of associativity in the ring of d, x d, 
matrices with entries in A. We will use this context to prove the main result 
in this paper. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let G be a finite group and K be a splitting field for G. 
We assume that 1 G 1-l E K and that A is a K-algebra. We let a: G + Aut,A 
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be a group homomorphism. Then (a) A is G-simple and (b) F(a) = I- if and 
only if the skew group ring A *G is simple. 
Proof: Assume (a) and (b), G-simple rings are semiprime; hence by 
Theorem 4.2, AC is simple. Thus S(A), which is the matrix ring over A’, 
is a simple ring for all 71 E f. By hypothesis (b) we have I’ and W are non- 
zero and WV= T(A), since T(A) is a ring with identity VW# (0). Thus 
S(A) = [I’, W]. Hypothesis (b) implies (W, V) = T(A). Thus the Morita 
theorems imply T(A) is a simple ring. We finish the proof by quoting 
Theorem 3.4. 
Before we can prove the converse we need to establish the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4. Assume A*G is a simple ring. Let L be a G-invariant left 
ideal of A and let R be a G-invariant right ideal of A. Then L = ALG and 
R = RGA. Thus if B = RL is a nonnilpotent hereditary subalgebra of A, then 
B= RGALG and Bi[rc] = R’Ai[x] LG, B;[z] = R”A;[x] LG. 
Proof. We let L be a G-invaiant left ideal of A and prove L = ALG. The 
proof for right ideals is similar. Since A has an identity and LG is contained 
in L, we have L 3 AL’. To show the reverse inclusion, we consider L as a 
G-invariant subalgebra of A and let e = (l/l G I) Cx in A*G. Since A*G is 
simple, we have A *GeA *G = AeA = A *G. Also Le is a left ideal of A *G. 
Hence Le = A*GLe = AeALe = AL’e. Thus L = ALG. 
Now we let B= RL be a hereditary subalgebra of A. It is now clear that 
B = RGALG. In Lemma 3.1, we defined two operators Q and T. If we apply 
them, we have B:[z] = RGA:[n] LG and B;[x] = R’A;[x] LG. 
We now prove the converse to theorem 4.3. The assumption that A*G is 
simple easily implies A is G-simple, because if C is a G-invariant ideal of 
A, then C*G is an ideal of A*G. To show that r(a) = r, we first note if 
B= RL is a hereditary nonnilpotent subalgebra of A, then LGRG is a non- 
zero two sided ideal of A’. This is true because otherwise B = RGBL” is 
nilpotent. By Theorem 3.4, AC is a simple ring; hence AC = LGRG. 
Now let XET, then once again by Theorem 3.4, A;(n*) Ai = 
T”@‘“d’“*)= T(A). Thus B;(~*)B;(x*)=R~~A;(~c*).L~.R~.A;(~*). 
LG = RG . A;(n*). A;@*). LG = RG . Ta6ad(n*). LG = T(RGALG) = T(B). 
The last equality follows from Lemma 4.4. This completes the proof. 
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